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Abstract
Accounting for resource and service usage in communication networks forms the basis of network operators’ business, and is
therefore essential. Within a heterogeneous, multi-domain mobile environment of emerging new access technologies, the
demand for a distributed accounting infrastructure becomes more relevant. Driven by the analysis of current accounting solu-
tions in UMTS and WLAN networks, the newly developed approach presents an integrated accounting architecture based on the
Diameter protocol, forming a flexible basis for charging UMTS and WLAN communication services. The system developed is
described, discussed, and evaluated by a prototypical implementation.
Keywords: Distributed Accounting, Charging, Multi-domain Environments, Diameter, UMTS, WLAN. 
1 Introduction
Traditional network usage was driven by a number of different applications and customer requirements. Besides the fixed net-
working infrastructure and customers being located at well-defined locations within this domain, the upcoming wireless access
network technologies have changed network management support functionality for customers. In addition, wireless environ-
ments are dominated by a quite high rate of customer mobility [3], [17], which needs to cross different technologies, and which
requires the support of roaming between those environments. Different technologies have their own accounting mechanisms,
which do not allow for an interoperability in most cases [20], [24]. But network providers need an integrated accounting archi-
tecture that enables to apply a common accounting process for different technologies in order to reduce configuration and man-
agement efforts and costs. Additionally, hotspots based on Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN) and cellular networks, such
as UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) are often operated by different providers. Interoperability between
them is inevitable for granting users access to the Internet being at varying locations and using different technologies. With the
use of WLAN hotspots for example the user, who is confronted with different providers, is not willing to disconnect his device
when leaving the network of one provider and to connect again, when entering the network of another. While each individual
technology does not show this problem — a GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) network of a single provider
usually covers the entire area of a country — in tomorrow’s scenario, where high capacity hotspots are available, the user wants
to choose different offers in order to achieve the highest bandwidth available, even though this implies the use of a hotspot,
whose operator is not the user’s GSM provider. 
The key success factor of this scenario is dominated by a successful interoperability between providers in terms of accounting
and in support of charging [5], [24]. Initially, forcing a user to sign up with every provider confronted with is not an acceptable
solution, since it does restrict the mobility of a user due to administrative boundaries. Therefore, a distributed accounting
approach is of utmost importance, which enables multiple providers to collect information on users’ activities. The overall goal
of distributed accounting is to allow the transmission of accounting data between networks that do not operate on similar tech-
nology and do not belong to a single administration. A provider has to be able to use accounting information of users, who are
not his own subscribers, for network management, traffic control, or access control. Fundamental requirements derived from a
distributed accounting system result in a system, which has to be maintained easily, which needs to be scalable with respect to
the number of users involved, and is required to be adaptable to different provider needs.
In commercial network environments user authentication, access control, and accounting of resource and service usage are
essential from the provider’s point of view. An AAA infrastructure (Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) [19] includ-
ing related AAA protocols [12], [25] supports many functions, but distributed accounting schemes are more difficult. Account-
ing data of mobile users has to be forwarded to the home provider and his accounting server, and accounting data collected
needs to be adapted in support of several different network technologies. Furthermore, network providers, where the user is cur-
rently attached to, need to keep track of users’ activities. This work developed in due course addresses those requirements and
outlines a detailed design and a prototypical implementation of an integrated accounting architecture for distributed multi-tech-
nology networks.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. While Section 2 summarizes related work in accounting in general,
Section 3 outlines key technical details of the background network technology applied, such as accounting and charging in
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UMTS and WLAN. The multi-domain, multi-technology scenario in Section 4 forms the basis for the detailed design of the dis-
tributed approach of Section 5. The prototypical implementation is discussed and evaluated in Section 6, before final conclu-
sions are drawn in Section 7. 
2 Related Work
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) worked on AAA issues, in which the accounting part is of relevance for related
work. The generic AAA architecture [19] defines common network components and AAA functionality together with a layered
AAA protocol structure. It was designed to support different underlying technologies as well as multi-domain environments.
Extending the generic architecture, a framework to provide authorization in a standard AAA environment is specified in [27]. It
also defines possible trust relationships between client and server, and among servers for intra- and inter-domain environments.
[7] discusses the purposes of accounting like billing, capacity planning and trend analysis. It also defines different data collec-
tion models between client and server together with requirements for the accounting process focusing on reliability, fault resil-
ience, and failover mechanisms. Different accounting record formats are summarized in [9]. Policy-based accounting [28]
extends the generic architecture with a policy-based configuration management considering both intra- and inter-domain
accounting.
RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial In User Service) [26], the most widely deployed AAA protocol in current network
environments, was initially designed to support AAA functions in dial-up and terminal server access services. Accounting sup-
port in RADIUS was specified later on in [25]. With the increasing population of mobile users and the emerging new access
technologies like WLAN the provision of AAA mechanisms is getting more difficult, and security aspects also become more
relevant. As RADIUS is not able to meet all of the emerging requirements completely, IETF developed a new AAA protocol,
Diameter, which is expected to replace RADIUS.
The Diameter protocol is divided into two parts, the Diameter base protocol [12] and Diameter applications. The base proto-
col provides basic services necessary for applications, which include delivering Diameter messages, negotiating capabilities
between Diameter nodes, and error handling. Diameter applications, on the other hand, specify service-specific extensions and
data units. There are several applications currently under development like the network access server (NAS) [13] and the mobile
IPv4 [11] applications. The first one defines extensions required for the provisioning of a network access service, and specifies
basic accounting attributes like session duration and transferred data volume. The latter one deals with AAA functionality in a
multi-domain, mobile IPv4 environment, integrating home agent (HA) and foreign agent (FA) into the AAA architecture. It also
considers how to correlate accounting information across hand-overs. 
Opposite to the strict client-server model of RADIUS, Diameter is a peer-to-peer protocol in the sense, that any Diameter
node can initiate a request. The protocol defines three different kinds of Diameter nodes. These are the clients, servers and
agents. Clients are in general NAS devices controlling network access or other network components providing diverse services
for end-users. Servers receive AAA requests from clients, and are responsible for AAA decisions in a particular domain. Agents
provide either relay, proxy, redirect, or translation services. Similar to RADIUS, Diameter messages and data units are coded in
AVPs (Attribute-Value-Pair), which allow the protocol to be extended in a flexible manner. Diameter runs over the TCP (Trans-
mission Control Protocol) or SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol) transport protocols, both providing a reliable trans-
port mechanism. Additionally, Diameter supports secure communication based on IPSec (Internet Protocol Security) and TLS
(Transport Layer Security) in intra- and inter-domain scenarios. Finally, it has a peer discovery and capability exchange mecha-
nism, and it supports failover algorithms and a better error handling.
TACACS+ (Terminal Access Controller Access Control System) is an AAA protocol developed by Cisco Systems. It sup-
ports reliable transport of AAA messages over TCP, which makes it resistant against packet loss. The protocol offers start, stop,
and interim messages for accounting purposes. Hop-by-hop authentication, integrity protection as well as hop-by-hop confiden-
tiality is supported by TACACS+ [7].
Other protocols capable to transfer accounting information are the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) and the
Common Open Policy Service (COPS) protocol. SNMP is widely deployed in intra-domain management applications, and it
can be used to collect accounting data typically by polling network equipment in regular intervals. It supports the transfer of
accounting records in SNMP management information base (MIB), but it cannot be considered as a general AAA protocol [20].
COPS [16] was originally designed for the exchange of policy information between a policy decision point (PDP) and policy
enforcement points (PEP). The communication is based on a query-response sequence. It supports reliable transport based on
TCP, and it can be used to transfer accounting related messages. COPS is considered acceptable as an AAA protocol [20].
The EU IST project MobyDick [21] envisioned and investigated an all-IP network architecture integrating mobility, Quality
of Service (QoS), AAA support based on IPv6, and charging for services. The architecture provides seamless hand-over support
across heterogeneous access technologies, and considers different administrative domains. The accounting functionality is
based on the IETF AAA architecture with Diameter and the RTFM (Real-time Traffic Flow Measurement) meter [10]. The fol-
low-up project, Daidalos [14] develops an open architecture focusing on personalized services. The goal is to seamlessly inte-
grate heterogeneous network technologies, and to provide pervasive and user-centered access to services, where accounting and
charging play a central role. The latter issues are enhanced with a proposal on pre-paid charging models in an all-IP networking
environment. 
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Considering the telecommunication world, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [6] comprises standardization bod-
ies in order to develop technical specifications for a 3rd generation mobile system. 3GPP defines standards for the UMTS net-
work from the radio access technologies up to network architecture and management processes. As all commercial networks,
UMTS also includes various support for accounting and charging functionality described in the next section in detail.
3 Background Technology
An overview and analysis of accounting functionality in current networks is of importance for the design of the integrated
accounting architecture. First the accounting infrastructure for UMTS is discussed, followed by the infrastructure for WLAN.
3.1 Accounting and Charging in UMTS
UMTS is the next generation mobile telecommunication system providing higher data transfer rates, QoS support and an
infrastructure for services provisioning. UMTS is a step towards the convergence of the telecommunication and the IP world.
The UMTS network consists of the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) and the Core Network (CN) [3]. The
UTRAN implements the radio interface towards the mobile devices, and it is responsible for the wireless transmission. The
UTRAN includes NodeBs forming radio cells and providing the radio interface, and Radio Network Controllers (RNC) coordi-
nating the NodeBs. The RNC also provides the connection between UTRAN and CN. The Core Network is subdivided in the
circuit switched (CS) and the packet switched (PS) domain. The main network components in the PS domain are the Serving
GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) [2]. They are responsible for access control,
packet switched data transfer and mobility management. The GGSN connects the UMTS network to external packet switched
networks like the Internet, and the SGSN provides the interface towards the UTRAN.
Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a UMTS network focusing on the accounting functionality in the PS domain for post-
paid charging. The description in this paper is based on Release 5.
The SGSN and GGSN collect accounting information separately for each individual PDP (Packet Data Protocol) context.
This contains the system and resource usage of active users. The Charging Gateway Function (CGF) collects accounting data
from the SGSN and GGSN via the Ga interface, and transfers it to the billing system in the form of Charging Data Records
(CDR). The CGF can either be implemented as a separate network component or its functionality can be integrated in the GSNs.
The CGF buffers the received CDRs in a local storage. Before forwarding CDRs to the billing system, the CGF can correlate
CDRs, extend them with additional, billing system specific information, or remove not required CDR attributes. The CGF can
support several protocols in order to enable interworking with different billing systems. The billing system is responsible to pre-
pare the final monthly invoice for mobile network subscribers.
To allow the correlation of CDRs belonging to the same PDP context, a unique charging ID is used by the GSNs. The charg-
ing ID is generated by the GGSN, which is assigned for the whole PDP context lifetime, while the SGSN can be changed. This
allows the consolidation of CDRs also in case of mobile users changing his point of attachment along with the current SGSN.
Charging data records contain accounting information about service and resource usage required for charging and billing.
There are different types of CDRs depending on the network component generating them and the purpose of the record. The S-
CDR generated by the SGSN and the G-CDR generated by the GGSN contain information related to a PDP context. Addition-
ally, the SGSN generates the M-CDR for mobility management information, the S-SMO (Short message Mobile Originated),
and S-SMT (Short message Mobile Terminated) for the SMS (Short Message Service) service. The latter ones are not consid-
ered in more detail.
The CDR includes attributes among others to identify the user and his device, i.e. IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber
Identity), IMEI (International Mobile Equipment Identity); the network elements providing the service, i.e. GSN addresses; as
well as information about the service usage, e.g. List of Traffic Data Volumes, APN (Access Point Name), Served PDP address.
Additionally, the record can include location information like routing and location area codes and cell ID. The List of Traffic
Data Volumes attribute provides information about the resource usage, and it consists of one or more containers with the follow-
ing fields:
• Data volume uplink and downlink
Figure 1: UMTS charging architecture
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• Change condition and change time
• QoS requested and QoS negotiated (optional fields)
Table 1 shows the most important attributes in the S-CDR as an example. This list is not fully exhaustive, however, for the
complete list and also for the other types of CDRs refer to [4]. The G-CDR, generated by the GGSN, is almost identical to the S-
CDR. Some of the attributes are mandatory, conditional, or operator specific, but they are not specified explicitly in the table. 
A container includes accounting data for the duration when PDP context conditions, e.g., QoS, tariff, do not change. Every
time conditions change, a new container is opened, and accounting data is collected separately according to the new conditions.
CDRs are transferred via the Ga interface using the GTP’ protocol [4], which is based on the GPRS Tunneling Protocol
(GTP) [1]. The protocol supports the transfer of CDRs, redirection to another CGF, detection of communication failures, and
preventing duplicate CDRs. 
Table 1: S-CDR attributes
Attribute Name Description
Record Type Type of the CDR, in this case S-CDR.
Served IMSI The IMSI of the served party.
Served IMEI The IMEI of the mobile equipment.
Served MSISDN The primary MSISDN of the subscriber.
SGSN Address The IP address of the current SGSN.
GGSN Address The IP address of the current GGSN.
Charging ID An identifier used to correlate records created by different GSNs.
Charging Characteris-
tics
The charging characteristic (e.g. postpaid, pre-
paid) applied to the PDP context.
APN Network ID The network identifier part of the APN.
APN Operator ID The operator identifier part of the APN.
PDP Type Type of the PDP context, e.g. IP, PPP.
Served PDP Address PDP address of the served device, i.e. IPv4 or IPv6 address.
List of Traffic Data 
Volumes
A list of the resource usage and changes of 
charging conditions for the PDP context.
Record Sequence 
Number Partial record sequence number in the SGSN
Record Opening Time Time stamp when the PDP context is activated in the SGSN.
Duration Duration of this record in the SGSN.
Cause for Record 
Closing
The reason for closure of the record from the 
SGSN.
Routing Area Code Routing area code at “Record Opening Time”
Location Area Code Location area code at “Record Opening Time”
Cell Identifier Service area code for UMTS at “Record Open-ing Time”
Figure 2: Accounting in WLAN based on RADIUS
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3.2 Accounting and Charging in WLAN
Figure 2 shows the typical network components deployed in current WLAN networks. The access network consists of
WLAN access points providing connectivity to mobile devices via the radio interface. Current access points usually support
AAA functionality based on the RADIUS protocol. This allows together with a RADIUS server to control the access of mobile
users to the network, and to collect accounting information for individual users. After successful user authentication and autho-
rization, the WLAN access point (AP), acting as a RADIUS client, collects accounting data on the resource usage of the user.
This data is communicated to the RADIUS server after the user terminates the service. The AP can also send accounting data
during an active session to the server in interim accounting records in order to improve reliability. The server stores the records
in a database for further processing. Similar to the UMTS network, the charging and billing system is responsible for the charge
calculation and to prepare the final monthly invoice for the subscribers.
RADIUS accounting supports the collection of usage-data summarized in Table 2. The list provides only the most important
attributes serving accounting purposes as an example. The complete attribute list is specified in [26] and [25]. The attributes
allow to account for the transferred data volume, the number of packets separate in both directions, and the session duration.
Additionally to the attributes listed in the table, RADIUS also supports to transfer other information applicable for accounting
like user name, IP address, service type, NAS identifier or NAS port type.
4 A Multi-domain, Multi-technology Scenario
In the multi-domain, multi-technology scenario shown in Figure 3, network operators provide network access to their custom-
ers via different access technologies. In the scenario the two most promising wireless access technologies, both enabling mobile
communication, are considered. One of them is the next generation mobile telecommunication system, UMTS, and the other is
the fast evolving WLAN. Network operators participating in the scenario include traditional mobile telecommunication compa-
nies operating a UMTS network, and operators providing IP access in WLAN hotspots like at airports or in hotels. Additionally,
mobile network operators can also have a WLAN network infrastructure beside their UMTS network as illustrated in Figure 3
for network operator A. The scenario focuses on the provisioning of IP connectivity to the Internet, thus, in case of UMTS only
the packet-switched domain is addressed. Among those operators an interconnection network provides network connectivity.
This can be the Internet, but also a dedicated network like GRX (GPRS Roaming Exchange) in case of today’s GSM networks. 
On one hand, beside the network connection, operators also have roaming agreements with each other in order to allow for
their customers to attach to the network of other operators. On the other hand, users have a contract with one of those operators,
this particular one is termed their home operator. The home operator prepares the monthly invoice, and also supervises and con-
trols the payment process.
Users can get access to UMTS and WLAN networks via appropriate end devices supporting both access technologies. The
network infrastructure allows mobile users to keep attached also on the move.
Figure 3 shows different hand-over scenarios. Hand-overs can take place within the same access technology, i.e. from base
station to base station in UMTS, or from an access point to another access point in WLAN. This is referred to as horizontal
hand-over. Vertical hand-overs, on the other hand, occur between different access technologies, e.g., from UMTS base station to
a WLAN access point. If the hand-over is performed between two network operators it is referred to as roaming. In this multi-
domain, multi-technology scenario the charging process has to be supported by an integrated accounting infrastructure that pro-
vides a common and technology-independent interface, and enables accounting for different access technologies also during
hand-over. 
Scenario No. 1 and 3 in Figure 3 show a horizontal hand-over in UMTS and WLAN respectively within one operator’s
domain. In this case the accounting process has to be able to collect accounting data during the hand-over, and has to be able to
associate it to the same user session. Scenario No. 2 illustrates a vertical hand-over from UMTS to WLAN within one operator’s
domain. In this case the accounting process has to support the switching over between different technologies, which includes the
collection of individual accounting parameters in new network components by technology dependent mechanisms. The correla-
Table 2: RADIUS accounting attributes
Attribute Name Description
Acct-Status-Type Indicates the type of the packet, e.g. start, stop.
Acct-Session-Id ID to uniquely identify a session.
Acct-Multi-Session-Id ID to link multiple related sessions together.
Acct-Session-Time Indicates the connection time of a user.
Acct-Input-Octets Number of incoming octets during a session.
Acct-Output-Octets Number of outgoing octets during a session.
Acct-Input-Packets Number of incoming packets during a session.
Acct-Output-Packets Number of outgoing packets during a session.
Acct-Terminate-Cause The reason for the termination of a user’s ses-
sion.
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tion of UMTS and WLAN access sessions has to be supported as well. In case of a vertical hand-over, the hand-over decision is
based not only on current coverage and availability of a given technology, but also on the characteristics of the access technol-
ogy and on economical aspects like price as well. WLAN access has most likely lower access fees and higher data transfer rates
as UMTS, but the latter one provides QoS for example. Finally, scenario No. 4 shows a roaming scenario between operator A
and B, where additionally to the previous scenarios collecting and transferring of accounting information between different
operators has to be possible. This process raises also security issues. The hand-over can take place within the same or between
different access technologies, and again hand-over is not only influenced by technical means, but also by economical aspects
like higher roaming prices. 
Summarizing the key requirements that those scenarios define, a distributed accounting architecture for charging in mobile
networks with heterogeneous access technologies in a multi-domain environment has to support the collection of usage-data for
different technologies across operator domains in a common and consistent manner. It has to provide suitable and available
accounting parameters and accounting data records for heterogeneous networks. The architecture has to enable accounting also
during hand-over, and consider security issues between operator domains. Additionally, the system has to fulfil also general
requirements. This includes that the accounting process should be scalable and efficient. The system has to provide interopera-
bility, i.e. it has to use standard protocols, and be able to be integrated into existing systems in order to minimize implementation
efforts. Finally, accounting records have to provide service-specific attributes, and they have to allow extensions according to
future or application specific requirements.
5 Integrated Accounting for UMTS and WLAN Networks
The integrated accounting architecture defines all extensions required in network components and in the Diameter protocol in
order to allow for the transfer of UMTS and WLAN specific accounting data in a common form. Diameter [12] is chosen as
general accounting protocol determining the basis for the architecture. The protocol fulfils the accounting functionality required
in both networks. It has a flexible AVP structure, which can be extended to support the transfer of additional accounting attri-
butes required in UMTS and WLAN.
Diameter also provides the same functionality as the current accounting protocol GTP’ [1] does within UMTS. It supports
reliable transfer of accounting data, it can detect communication failures, it has a flexible routing mechanism with redirection
functionality, and it supports failover mechanisms. Additionally, GTP’ messages can be mapped to Diameter accounting mes-
sages. All these steps enable Diameter to replace the GTP’ protocol in UMTS accounting.
Diameter can also be deployed in WLAN networks replacing RADIUS [26], because backwards compatibility was already
considered in the design. Additionally, because Diameter is based on the widely deployed RADIUS protocol, the acceptance of
Diameter is supposed to become high. Thus, Diameter is a promising candidate to be a common accounting protocol. 
5.1 Network Architecture
All network components and their interfaces for the integrated accounting architecture are shown in Figure 4. Although the
figure illustrates only one entity for each kind of network components, several accounting servers, SGSNs, GGSNs, and WLAN
APs are most likely deployed in a network. The Diameter clients can communicate with the server via other Diameter nodes
Figure 3: Multi-domain, multi-technology scenario
UMTS Access Network WLAN Access Network
Network Operator A
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Access Network
Network Operator B
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(e.g., relay, proxy) as specified in the Diameter base protocol [12]. This makes the architecture also valid for more complex net-
works, enabling communication also across domains. But for simplicity only one Diameter server will be shown in next figures. 
The CGF is replaced by a common Diameter server, which is responsible for the accounting process both in UMTS and
WLAN access networks. The GSNs are extended with a Diameter client, and the WLAN access points also support accounting
based on Diameter. Clients collect accounting information on service and resource usage, and report it to the accounting server.
The server in turn stores accounting records, which provide the input for the charging and billing system. The communication
between accounting entities is completely based on the Diameter protocol, thus GTP’ in UMTS is completely replaced. The
accounting server supports two separate Diameter applications for UMTS and WLAN. This allows for an independent defini-
tion of separate accounting attributes and messages for different access technologies, and for an extension of the accounting
server with the support of new technologies without the change of other applications. Separate Diameter applications can handle
different technologies by separate accounting processes. The charging and billing system takes accounting data from the Diam-
eter server, calculates the charges for service usage, and prepares the final invoice. 
Figure 5 shows the network architecture for a migration scenario, enabling currently deployed and standard equipment to be
integrated into the proposed accounting architecture. GSNs support only the standard Ga interface with the GTP’ protocol, and
a Diameter translation agent takes over and handles the conversion between GTP’ and Diameter protocol messages. Similarly, a
translation agent connects RADIUS-based access points to the integrated Diameter accounting server. The translation agents
connect heterogeneous networks, and provide the interface between accounting protocols. The architecture allows for a combi-
nation of the migration scenario with the pure Diameter solution shown in Figure 4. 
The integrated accounting server enables the processing of accounting information for UMTS and WLAN in a common way,
and the correlation of accounting data from both networks. The common server can also account for services across hand-overs
within and between different access technologies, and it provides a generic interface toward the charging and billing system.
5.2 Accounting Parameters
Table 3 defines the Diameter AVPs that are required to be able to transfer UMTS specific accounting data by the Diameter
protocol. The first column of the table contains those attributes specified for the UMTS S-CDR and G-CDR shown in Table 1,
the second column lists the corresponding Diameter AVPs defined for the proposed accounting architecture, and the third col-
umn specifies AVP value types. Those attribute value types correspond to the types specified by the Diameter base protocol
[12]. Most of these attributes are defined as new AVPs, but some of them can be mapped to already specified Diameter AVPs
[13]. Thus, Data Volume Uplink is mapped to Accounting-Input-Octets, Data Volume Downlink to Accounting-Output-Octets,
Duration to Acct-Session-Time.
According to the specification of the UMTS accounting container, Traffic-Data-Volume is a grouped AVP and contains the
following AVPs, each included exactly once:
• Accounting-Input-Octets,
• Accounting-Output-Octets,
• Change-Condition, and
Figure 4: Integrated accounting architecture
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• Change-Time.
Additionally, Traffic-Data-Volume can include the following optional AVPs:
• QoS-Requested, and
• QoS-Negotiated.
Those AVPs defined are mandatory, thus, they have to be supported by the Diameter application, and the mandatory flag must
be set for them in accounting messages. But this does not mean that all accounting messages must include all AVPs. The P bit
for encryption may be set.
Additionally to those AVPs defined by the Diameter base protocol, the following AVPs must be present in accounting
requests with Record-Type=S-CDR according to [4]:
• Record-Type,
• Served-IMSI,
• Charging-Id,
• GGSN-Address,
• Record-Opening-Time,
• Acct-Session-Time,
• Cause-For-Record-Closing,
• Charging-Characteristics.
If the Record-Type is equal to G-CDR, the following AVPs must be included in accounting requests:
• Record-Type,
• Served-IMSI,
• Charging-Id,
• SGSN-Address,
• GGSN-Address,
• Record-Opening-Time,
• Acct-Session-Time,
• Cause-For-Record-Closing,
• Charging-Characteristic.
All other AVPs are specified as optional, and can be included in accounting requests. The complete list of AVPs for account-
ing messages and for different types of CDRs can be defined analogously, according to the specifications of [4]. 
Figure 5: Migration accounting architecture
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The assignment of AVP value types is based on the type definition of UMTS attributes in [4]. All AVPs required for UMTS
are matched based on their types to those data types defined for CDRs to make a conversion as easy as possible later on. But
some of those UMTS attributes have a partitioned structure, which can be applied also for the Diameter AVPs, or they can be
mapped to more than one AVP. Additionally, the value type of an AVP can be specified for some attributes different as it is for
UMTS. The Charging Characteristics is a good example here, which is defined as a bit-field in CDRs, but in Diameter it could
be specified as an AVP of type enumerated. This shows that the mapping of accounting attributes is not explicit, but it is a design
decision. 
In the proposed accounting architecture the session concept of Diameter is applied, thus, all accounting messages include also
the Session-Id AVP. The Charging-Id is included only for compatibility reasons. The Diameter accounting AVPs required for the
WLAN application are listed in Table 4. They are defined according to [12] and [13]. 
Basic guidelines for a RADIUS/Diameter protocol translation are also specified in [13]. According to that, a translation agent
forwarding a RADIUS accounting request as a Diameter request has to convert some of the AVPs. The Acct-Status-Type attri-
bute must be converted to Accounting-Record-Type. If the accounting message contains the Acct-Termination-Cause attribute,
Table 3: Diameter accounting AVPs for UMTS
Attribute Name Diameter AVP Value Type
Record Type Record-Type OctetString
Served IMSI Served-IMSI OctetString
Served IMEI Served-IMEI OctetString
Served MSISDN Served-MSISDN OctetString
SGSN Address SGSN-Address Address
GGSN Address GGSN-Address Address
Charging ID Charging-Id Unsigned32
Charging Characteristics Charging-Characteristics OctetString
APN Network ID APN-Network-Id UTF8String
APN Operator ID APN-Operator-Id UTF8String
PDP Type PDP-Type OctetString
Served PDP Address Served-PDP-Address OctetString
List of Traffic Data Volumes Traffic-Data-Volume Grouped
QoS Requested QoS-Requested OctetString
QoS Negotiated QoS-Negotiated OctetString
Data Volume Uplink Accounting-Input-Octets Unsigned64
Data Volume Downlink Accounting-Output-Octets Unsigned64
Change Condition Change-Condition Enumerated
Change Time Change-Time OctetString
Record Sequence Number Record-Sequence-Number Unsigned32
Record Opening Time Record-Opening-Time OctetString
Duration Acct-Session-Time Unsigned32
Cause for Record Closing Cause-For-Record-Closing Unsigned32
Routing Area Code Routing-Area-Code OctetString
Location Area Code Location-Area-Code OctetString
Cell Identifier Cell-Id OctetString
Table 4: Diameter accounting AVPs for WLAN
Attribute Name Diameter AVP Value Type
Acct-Status-Type Accounting-Record-Type Enumerated
Acct-Session-Id Acct-Session-Id OctetString
Acct-Multi-Session-Id Acct-Multi-Session-Id UTF8String
Acct-Session-Time Acct-Session-Time Unsigned32
Acct-Input-Octets Accounting-Input-Octets Unsigned64
Acct-Output-Octets Accounting-Output-Octets Unsigned64
Acct-Input-Packets Accounting-Input-Packets Unsigned64
Acct-Output-Packets Accounting-Output-Packets Unsigned64
Acct-Terminate-Cause Termination-Cause Enumerated
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it must be converted to the Diameter Termination-Cause AVP. Finally, Acct-Input-Octets, Acct-Output-Octets, Acct-Input-Pack-
ets, and Acct-Output-Packets must be converted to the Diameter 64-bit equivalent AVPs.
For a session identification the Diameter Session-Id AVP is used, which is created by the Diameter client in the WLAN access
point or by the Diameter translation agent. The Acct-Session-Id attribute in Diameter is only included for compatibility, and it is
only used in case of a RADIUS/Diameter protocol translation. It contains then the RADIUS Acct-Session-Id. 
5.3 Accounting Process
The accounting process describes the interactions between the related network components. Figure 6 shows the accounting
process in a UMTS network. The process is divided into three phases. The first is the PDP context establishment together with
the start of accounting. The second phase shows the possible accounting messages during an active connection, and the third
describes the PDP context release and the termination of accounting. UMTS related signaling messages for PDP context estab-
lishment, modification, and release are only shown between the SGSN and GGSN, and they only indicate the relation between
the accounting process and UMTS signaling. 
After the SGSN authorized the request for PDP context establishment, it sends a Create PDP Context Request message to the
GGSN. The GGSN in turn also authorizes the connection, and checks whether the required resources can be allocated. If the
GGSN allows the connection establishment, it creates a Diameter Session-Id and also a Charging-Id for the connection. Then
the Diameter client within the GGSN sends an Accounting-Request (ACR) message with the Accounting-Record-Type AVP set
to START_RECORD to the accounting server. The server updates its internal state, and sends an Accounting-Answer (ACA)
back to the client. The answer contains an Acct-Multi-Session-Id, which must be included in all further messages by the client.
This ensures that the server can correlate accounting records belonging to the same session, but coming from different network
components. This also enables to maintain the correlation across hand-overs. After receiving the Create PDP Context Response,
the SGSN also starts accounting, and sends an ACR message to the server. It receives in the ACA message the same Acct-Multi-
Session-Id from the server as the GGSN. 
The accounting messages can be forwarded or redirected by Diameter agents also across domains to different servers accord-
ing to standard Diameter mechanisms. The message routing is based on realms identified in the Destination-Realm AVP. This
allows for finding a responsible server for the current user, which will coordinate the accounting process. Based on a user and
network operator identifier, the Diameter node creating the request can fill in the Destination-Realm AVP. In case of UMTS the
identifier can be the IMSI, and in case of WLAN the realm portion of the user name.
In the second phase of the accounting process, GSNs can send ACR messages with interim records to the server, based on a
PDP context modification as shown in Figure 6. Interim records can also be sent periodically with a given interval, or based on
a change condition defined in Section 3.1. According to the different CDR types, ACR messages contain the AVPs defined in
the previous section.
Figure 6: Accounting process for UMTS
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During a connection release the SGSN sends a Delete PDP Context Request to the GGSN. According to the request, the
GGSN terminates the PDP context, and sends an ACR message with record type set to STOP_RECORD to the server. Addition-
ally, the GGSN replies with a Delete PDP Context Response to the SGSN, which in turn also stops accounting, and reports the
collected usage data for the PDP context in an ACR message to the server.
The UMTS hand-over scenario, where the associated SGSN is also changed, is illustrated in Figure 7. It is assumed that the
PDP context is already established, and accounting is also started as described above. As the mobile node moves to a cell asso-
ciated to a new SGSN, the PDP context is updated and switched to the new SGSN. After the context exchange between the old
and new SGSNs, the old SGSN sends an ACR message with a stop record containing the required accounting parameters to the
server. The new SGSN informs the GGSN about the hand-over and the PDP context modification with an Update PDP Context
Request message. Hereon, the GGSN sends an ACR interim message to the accounting server to get the hand-over event be
recorded. After receiving the Update PDP Context Response, the SGSN is ready to serve the mobile node, and it starts account-
ing sending an ACR start record to the server. In the response it receives the same Acct-Multi-Session-Id as the one assigned to
the old SGSN and to the GGSN. This enables the accounting server to correlate accounting records from the new SGSN to the
same accounting session as used before the hand-over. How to find the same server is discussed later in this section. Afterwards,
the accounting process can be continued with the phases update or stop accounting as illustrated in Figure 6, and described
above. 
Besides primary PDP contexts considered so far, the UMTS architecture allows for the establishment of secondary PDP con-
texts, which are always associated to a primary PDP context. To account for secondary PDP contexts, the Accounting-Sub-Ses-
sion-Id is used. It identifies the secondary PDP context, and allows for assigning it to a primary one with a unique Session-Id.
For the accounting of SMS transmission via the SGSN, the SGSN uses the SGSN mobile originated SMS record (S-SMO-
CDR) and the SGSN mobile terminated SMS record (S-SMT-CDR) depending on the sending direction. The SGSN reports the
SMS transmission to the accounting server in an ACR message with record type set to EVENT_RECORD. The accounting
event record fits best for an SMS service, because it is used to indicate a one-time event, and the record contains all information
relevant to the service.
The accounting process for a WLAN network is shown in Figure 8. The process is similarly divided into several phases as in
case of UMTS, but it already includes the messages in case of a hand-over. After the user is attached to a WLAN AP, and suc-
cessfully authenticated and authorized, the Diameter client within the WLAN AP sends an ACR start message, and starts col-
lecting required accounting data. The accounting server responds with an ACA message including an Acct-Multi-Session-Id.
The purpose of this Id is the same as in the case of UMTS, namely to enable the correlation of accounting data across hand-
overs.
In the second phase the WLAN AP can send interim records to the server in order to update the collected accounting informa-
tion. The interval of the periodical update can be controlled by the server using the Acct-Interim-Interval AVP. Accounting
records in ACR messages include accounting attributes defined in Table 4. 
In case of a hand-over within the WLAN network, the old access point stops accounting, and sends an ACR stop record con-
taining the collected usage data to the server. On the other hand, the new access point, the user attached to, starts accounting by
sending an ACR start record to the Diameter server. The client receives the same Acct-Multi-Session-Id as used before the
hand-over, which must be included in all further accounting messages.
Figure 7: Accounting process for hand-over in UMTS
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The accounting process during hand-over must be assisted by the mobility management in order to be able to find the same
Diameter server, which coordinates the accounting process, and to inform it about the user sessions belonging together. The
exact sequence of the accounting messages shown in Figure 8 also depends on the applied mobility management. In the pro-
posed Diameter mobile IPv4 application [11] the mobile node must support the AAA NAI (Network Access Identifier) exten-
sion [8], [17] in order to be able to route the AAA messages to the same AAA server to which the user currently registered. The
mobile node must include the AAA NAI in registration messages when changing its point of attachment. The Diameter client in
the new AP includes the Destination-Host AVP in the request message containing the AAA NAI received from the mobile node,
which ensures that the message will be routed to the same server. This approach is applied also in the proposed accounting
architecture to enable the correlation of accounting sessions across hand-overs. In case of UMTS, the SGSN can receive the
AAA NAI also from the GGSN in the Create and Update PDP Context Response messages.
Combining those accounting processes defined for UMTS and WLAN networks above, Figure 9 shows the accounting mes-
sages for a hand-over from UMTS to WLAN. After the mobile node is attached to the WLAN AP, the accounting process is ter-
minated in the UMTS network, and it is started in the WLAN network as described above. Again, the Acct-Multi-Session-Id
provides the means to associate the accounting sessions in the two access networks. The exact order of the messages depends on
the applied mobility management, which has to assist the accounting process. 
Figure 8: Accounting process for WLAN
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Figure 9: Accounting process for hand-over from UMTS to WLAN
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In case of the migration scenarios discussed in Section 5.1, the Diameter translation agent takes the role of the Diameter cli-
ents deployed in GSNs and WLAN APs. The agent provides the same interface towards the Diameter server as described above,
which makes it transparent to the server. Agents can convert between different accounting protocols applied in the architecture.
This includes the translation between GTP’ and Diameter, and RADIUS and Diameter. In addition to the protocol conversion,
agents maintain internal state information in order to be able to assign GTP’ and RADIUS connections to Diameter accounting
sessions. The state information contains the mapping between different session identifiers used by the accounting protocols.
These include the Charging Id for GTP’, the Acct-Session-Id for RADIUS, as well as the Session-Id and Acct-Multi-Session-Id
for Diameter. 
In a multi-domain environment also security issues arise. The Diameter base protocol provides a security framework to
exchange messages in a secure manner based on IP Security (IPSec) [18] and Transport Layer Security (TLS) [15]. Further-
more, it recommends to use TLS when the connection between Diameter peers is crossing operator domains. Therefore, on each
connection authentication, integrity, confidentiality and replay protection is in place on a per-packet basis. The Diameter proto-
col also supports end-to-end security services including confidentiality and message origin authentication, enabling the secure
connection between two peers communicating through agents. The security mechanisms can be based on certificates or pre-
shared keys. Additionally to the technical aspects, roaming agreements, business and trust relations determine the possibility for
an inter-domain communication. 
6 Implementation and Evaluation
The prototype implementation of the proposed integrated accounting architecture is based on Open Diameter in version 1.0.7-
a [22], [23]. Open Diameter is an open source project hosted by SourceForge with the aim to implement the Diameter protocol.
The project is still under development, and the implementation currently provides libraries with basic Diameter functionality,
but a stand-alone Diameter client, server or agents are not implemented yet. This implementation relies on several other frame-
works not explained at this stage in detail. Because of the open source nature of Open Diameter, it is the right choice for the pro-
totype, enabling to implement all defined extensions.
The Diameter base protocol and Diameter applications are separated in Open Diameter, and new applications can be added as
modules to the framework. The proposed extensions are implemented as separate Diameter applications allowing to keep the
base protocol unchanged.
The Open Diameter configuration files use XML as an encoding language in general. Diameter messages and AVPs are
defined in the dictionary.xml configuration file. The file serves as input for the parser to identify attributes when creating or
parsing a message. The prototype implementation extends Open Diameter with additional AVPs as defined in Table 3 and Table
4. All codes assigned to AVPs are allocated by IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority), but for the prototype those code
numbers were selected, which are not conflicting with existing ones. At a later stage, they could be assigned by IANA or speci-
fied as vendor-specific. 
Figure 10 illustrates the XML syntax for the definition of Diameter messages and AVPs in Open Diameter. The figure shows
the Accounting-Request and Accounting-Answer commands as an example. The message structure of the request is specified
with the <requestrules> tag. Similarly, the <answerrules> tag specifies the answer. Firstly, AVPs with a fixed position are
defined. There is actually one AVP defined with a fixed position, which is the Session-Id. Secondly, AVPs which must be
included in the message (mandatory), are specified as required. Last, optional AVPs follow. Figure 10 also shows the definition
of the Served-IMSI AVP as an example. Command code 911 is assigned to it, and it is a mandatory AVP, which may be
encrypted. The value type is OctetString. The other AVPs defined in Table 3 and Table 4 are specified similarly. 
The stand-alone Diameter client and server implementations are based on examples included in Open Diameter for test pur-
poses. They are extended to provide the required accounting functionality. The client can send accounting messages with start,
interim, stop, or event records. Metering is not integrated into the client, thus, accounting parameters are filled with arbitrary
default values. The server is an application that reacts to incoming messages and sends the appropriate Diameter answer back to
the client. Additionally, the server translates incoming messages together with the accounting data into an XML document,
which is used to verify the correct transfer of data.
To evaluate the implementation, a test-bed with a client and server application installed on two separate machines was used.
The test was focused on a functional evaluation verifying the message handling and data transmission functionality between cli-
ent and server, and the correct processing of the defined AVPs. In the test scenario, on one hand, the client establishes several
parallel accounting sessions, and sends accounting records both for UMTS and WLAN. The server, on the other hand, maintains
accounting sessions, responds to requests coming from the client, and saves messages together with accounting data in a sepa-
rate file for each session.
The implementation demonstrates that the proposed integrated accounting architecture can be completed and Diameter can be
extended to support accounting functionality in UMTS and WLAN environments in a common and integrated manner. The tests
performed show that the client and server applications communicate correctly, and they can exchange the required accounting
data. The server manages accounting sessions, and correctly assigns accounting records to the right session. The Diameter rout-
ing functionality in Open Diameter is not completely implemented yet, thus, it is not able to handle message routing properly at
this stage.
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Besides the functional evaluation, those tests also delivered some initial performance results of the current Open Diameter
implementation. The processing of accounting start messages resulting in a new session establishment in the server is signifi-
cantly slower than processing other types of messages. To illustrate this, in the situation of the establishment of 500 simultane-
ous sessions, the client is not able to establish about 5% of those sessions. If the server has to process parallel other messages as
well, the error ratio becomes even higher. The delay between request and response at the client can exceed 20 seconds in some
cases. 
7 Summary and Conclusions
Accounting and charging for service and resource usage are two of the key tasks to be performed within commercially oper-
ated networks. With emerging new access technologies and the increasing number of mobile users, the need for a common
accounting process becomes higher in order to reduce operational costs and management efforts. Based on a detailed analysis of
current accounting mechanisms in UMTS and WLAN, a new approach is presented based on the Diameter protocol, enabling to
process accounting data in UMTS and WLAN environments in a common way also for different access technologies, by hand-
overs and across operator domains. The basic functionality of the integrated accounting architecture proposed is also imple-
mented as a demonstrator based on Open Diameter. This shows a proof of concept of the distributed accounting approach in
terms of protocols and processes defined. The system can be extended also with other access technologies defining the required
set of accounting parameters, and mapping them to Diameter AVPs. 
Concluding the work, the approach presented is functional-wise complete and applicable in WLAN and UMTS inter-working
scenarios, as underlying accounting management protocols of UMTS and respective ones of an IP-based network, such as
Diameter, have been combined. The use of AVPs enables a flexible and extensible design, which may be enhanced to further
networking technologies. Finally, the use of the Open Diameter implementation only founds a first step for a commercial system
due to its developing state. 
Future work in the area of distributed accounting in heterogeneous, multi-provider environments includes the design of an
extended architecture, which will cover charging-specific support in terms of accounting functionality for pre-paid network
access. In addition, the full integration of Diameter into cross-technology authentication and authorization mechanisms into the
overall system is important. A further implementation step is to progress with the implementation to extend client and server
applications, and to consider also migration scenarios defining translation agents. For a completion of a full-fledged implemen-
tation, an integration of metering functionality into the client and a performance analysis as well as tests in a real-world multi-
domain environment have to be performed.
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